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Explicit complex multiplications for some elliptic curves with CM by
O=Z[- &10] are given and used to determine the O-module structure of the
MordellWeil groups of the curves over Q(- &10, - 5). The Steinitz class of these
modules is determined and in particular shown not to be an isogeny invariant.
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Let E be an elliptic curve having Complex Multiplication by the full ring
of integers O=OK of the imaginary quadratic field K and defined over the
field k=Q( j(E )) where j(E ) is the j-invariant of E (a ``descended'' elliptic
curve with CM by O). The group E(H ) of points on E defined over the
Hilbert class field H=K( j(E )) of K is then naturally a module over the
Dedekind Domain O. By the structure theorem for finitely generated
modules over Dedekind Domain O. By the structure theorem for finitely
generated modules over Dedekind Domains it follows that
E(H )&E(H )torsionOO } } } OA as O-modules,
where A is an ideal of O.
The ideal A is uniquely defined up to O-module isomorphism, i.e., up to
multiplication by a principal ideal, hence uniquely defines an ideal class
[A] in the ideal class group of K. The O-module structure of E(H )
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E(H )torsion is uniquely determined by this ideal class, which is called the
Steinitz class for the O-module E(H ).
The first possible examples of curves E with nontrivial Steinitz class, i.e.,
with MordellWeil group E(H ) (modulo torsion) not free as an O-module,
would occur for fields K of class number 2. In Section 3 of this paper we
shall prove the following result.
Theorem. Let
E1 : y2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(7&3 - 5) x
and
E1, isog : y2=x3&(12+12 - 5) x2+(188+84 - 5) x.
Then E1 and E1, isog are isogenous curves over Q(- 5) having Complex Multi-
plication by O=Z[- &10]. If H=Q(- &10, - 5), then
E1(H )$Op2 O
E1, isog(H )$Op2 p2
as O-modules, where p2 is the nonprincipal prime dividing 2 in O. In par-
ticular, the Steinitz class of E1(H ) is the trivial ideal class and the Steinitz
class of E1, isog(H ) is the nontrivial ideal class [p2] of the ideal class group
of Q(- &10).
The question of examining the Steinitz class in the context above was
suggested by H. Kisilevsky, and the curve E1 was one of four elliptic curves
with CM by Z[- &10] constructed in the 1991 McGill University
Master's thesis of Gigue re [G]. We shall briefly indicate the construction
of these curves in the first section of this paper and then give the explicit
complex multiplications for these curves (cf. [M]). In the following two
sections we determine the MordellWeil groups over Q(- &10, - 5) for
the curves above. In the final section of this paper we shall also indicate
what appear to be the full MordellWeil groups and corresponding Steinitz
classes for the remaining curves constructed by Gigue re.
1. Curves with CM by Z[- &10]
The first imaginary quadratic field of class number greater than 1 is
Q(- &5) and it is natural to consider elliptic curves with CM by
Z[- &5] to construct examples of curves with nontrivial Steinitz classes.
53CM ELLIPTIC CURVES
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The field of definition of such an elliptic curve would be k=Q( j(- &5))=
Q(- 5). To simplify descent arguments in determining MordellWeil
groups it is helpful if the curve has a k-rational point of order 2 and to
maximize the rank of E, it is helpful if in addition E is a Q-curve in the
sense of Gross [Gr], i.e., if E is isogenous to all of its Galois conjugate cur-
ves _(E ) over H. Unfortunately there are no Q-curves over K=Q(- &5).
For this reason Gigue re constructed his examples over K=Q(- &10).1
Once one curve y2= f (x) having CM by Z[- &10] has been constructed
(for example, as in [R]), choosing a value of x0 # k and twisting this curve
by the squarefree part of f (x0) produces another curve having CM by
Z[- &10] and possessing a k-rational point. If, as is likely, this point is
a point of infinite order, this produces CM curves with nontrivial Mor-
dellWeil rank. If conditions on the squarefree part are imposed, it is
possible to construct twists which in addition are Q-curves. In this way
Gigue re (cf. [G]) constructed the following curves having CM by
Z[- &10]:
E1: y2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(7&3 - 5) x
E2: y2=x3&12x2+(18&8 - 5) x
E3: y2=x3+36x2+(162&72 - 5) x
E4: y2=x3+612x2+(46818&20808 - 5) x.
The curve E1 is not a Q-curve and has MordellWeil Z-rank 1 over k. The
curves E2 , E3 and E4 are all Q-curves. The curve E2 has MordellWeil
Z-rank 0 over k and is related to the curve constructed by G. Robert [R];
the curves E3 and E4 have Z-ranks 2 and 4 over k, respectively.2
The group E(H ) of H-rational points for any of these curves is a module
over O=Z[- &10] and is also acted on by complex conjugation. Since
the H-rational points on E fixed by complex conjugation are just the
k-rational points, i.e., E(H )+=E(k) it follows that
rankZ E(H )=2 rankO E(H )=2 rankZ E(k).
The groups E1(H ), E2(H ), E3(H ), and E4(H ) are therefore of Z-ranks
2, 0, 4, and 8, respectively.
54 DUMMIT AND MILLER
1 Note however that the statement that there are no curves with CM by Z[- &5] and pos-
sessing a Q(- 5)-rational 2-torsion point in [G] is false: a counterexample is provided by the
curve y2=x3&24x2+(72&36 - 5) x. In fact, any elliptic curve E defined over k=Q( j(E ))
with CM by the maximal order in an imaginary quadratic field in which 2 ramifies possesses
a k-rational point of order 2; this follows because if (2)=p22 then the p2-division points on
E are Gal(Q k)-stable.
2 Note that the curve E4 is incorrectly indicated as having Z-rank 2 over k in [G].
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2. Explicit Complex Multiplications
In order to determine the O-module structure of the MordellWeil group
E(H ) it is necessary to determine the complex multiplications by O
explicitly. If K=Q(- &D) where D is a squarefree positive integer then in
particular it is necessary to describe the endomorphism [- &D] expli-
citly, and for the curves E1 , E2 , E3 , and E4 , the description of this endo-
morphism is also sufficient since O=Z[- &D]. The embedding of OK into
End(E) is normalized so that [%]* |=%| where % any element of OK , |
is the canonical invariant differential on E and [%]* denotes the map
induced by % on the space of holomorphic differentials (cf. [Sh, p. 113]).
The results of this section are taken from [M].
Since x([- &D](P))=x([- &D](&P)), the map E  P1 defined by
P [ x([- &D](P)) factors through the x-coordinate function on E, i.e.,
there is a rational function a(x)b(x) with b(x) monic such that the
diagram
E www[- &D] E
x x
P1 wwwa(x)b(x) P1
commutes. Since y([- &D](&P))=&y([- &D](P)), we see similarly
that we can write y([- &D](P))= y - &D c(x)d(x) for some relatively
prime polynomials c(x), d(x) with d(x) monic.
Proposition. Suppose E : y2= f (x)=x3+a2 x2+a4 x+a6 is defined
over k=Q( j(E )), has CM by Z[- &D] and that
[- &D](x, y)=\a(x)b(x) , y - &D
c(x)
d(x)+
with b(x), d(x) normalized to be monic as above. Then
(a) a(x), b(x) are elements of k[x], of degrees D and D&1, respec-
tively.
(b) b(x)=b0(x) b1(x)2 with relatively prime monic and separable poly-
nomials b0(x), b1(x) # k[x], of degrees 1 and (D&2)2 if D is even, 0 and
(D&1)2 if D is odd, respectively. In particular
b0(x)=gcd( f (x), b(x))
b1(x)=gcd(b(x), b$(x)),
where prime denotes the derivative of the polynomial with respect to x.
55CM ELLIPTIC CURVES
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(c) The polynomials c(x) and d(x) are elements of k[x] of the same
degree (3D&2)2 if D is even and (3D&3)2 if D is odd. Further,
d(x)=b0(x)2 b1(x)3
c(x)=
1
D
(2a(x) b0(x) b1(x)$+a(x) b1(x) b0(x)$&b0(x) b1(x) a(x)$)
where again prime denotes the polynomial derivative with respect to x.
Proof. The commutative diagram above shows that the degree of the
rational function a(x)b(x) is D, with poles precisely at x(P) for
P # E[- &D], the group of [- &D]-division points on E. It follows that
a(x) has degree D, b(x) has degree D&1 and if b(x) is normalized to be
monic then the factors of b(x) are the terms (x&x(P)) for P # E[- &D].
The factors of b(x) corresponding to points P # E[- &D] that are not also
2-division points appear twice since x&x(P)=x&x(&P), so
b(x)= `
Pi # E[- &D] & E[2]
(x&x(Pi)) `
Pj # E[- &D][\1]
Pj  E[- &D] & E[2]
(x&x(Pj))2
=b0(x) b1(x)2.
For any _ # Gal(Q k) we have _(- &D)=\- &D, so
\a
_(x)
b_(x)
, y _(- &D)
c_(x)
d _(x)+=\\
a(x)
b(x)
, y - &D
c(x)
d(x)+
=\a(x)b(x) , \y - &D
c(x)
d(x)+
and because b(x) and d(x) are normalized to be monic it follows that
a(x), b(x), c(x) and d(x) are all polynomials in k[x]. The relation
[- &D]_ (P_)=([- &D] P)_=0 for any P # E[- &D] shows that
E[- &D] is Gal(Q k)-stable, so the group E[- &D] is defined over k.
Since the group of 2-division points on E is defined over k it follows that
both b0(x) and b1(x) are also relatively prime monic polynomials in k[x].
The fact that b0(x) and b1(x) are separable is immediate since
x(P1)=x(P2) if and only if P1=\P2 . Once the x-coordinate a(x)b(x) of
multiplication by - &D has been computed, the y-coordinate can be com-
puted by considering the canonical invariant differential |=dx2y on E,
which satisfies [- &D]* |=- &D | under the usual normalization of
56 DUMMIT AND MILLER
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the embedding of End(E ) into K. If we let (X, Y )=[- &D](x, y), then
this gives
Y=
y
- &D
dX
dx
.
Substituting X = a(x)b(x) and b(x) = b0(x) b1(x)2 shows that
Y=y - &D c(x)d(x) with the polynomials c(x) and d(x) given in (c). If
a(x)=aD xD+ } } } , then c(x)=(&aD D) x(3D&2)2+ } } } for both D even
and D odd, which gives the degree statements in (c). Finally, the relative
primality and separability statements for a(x), b0(x) and b1(x) show that
Dc(x) and d(x) are relatively prime, which completes the proof of the
proposition.
The proposition shows that to compute the endomorphism [- &D] it
suffices to compute the polynomials a(x) and b(x) giving the x-coordinate
of this endomorphism. The polynomials a(x) and b(x) are computed from
the relation
^(- &D z) b(^(z))=a(^(z))
where ^(z) is the Weierstrass ^-function. Since a(x) has degree D and b(x)
has degree D&1, computing the series expansion for ^(z) to sufficiently
many terms (using the recursion ck=3((2k+1)(k&3)) k&2i=2 ci ck&i if
^(z)=z&2+k=2 ck z
2k&2, c2= g2 20, c3= g3 28, cf. [A-S, p. 635]) and
comparing coefficients gives a(x) and b(x) in terms of the invariants g2 and
g3 of ^(z).
3. Computation of MordellWeil Groups over Q(- 5)
Determination of E1(Q(- 5))
Let k=Q(- 5) and let E1 : y2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(7&3 - 5) x, of
discriminant 2=29.
Define the two primes above 11 in k by p11=(4&- 5) and
p$11=(4+- 5). Modulo these two primes of good reduction the curve E1
reduces to the curves
E1, p11 : y
2=x3+8x2+6x
E1, p$11 : y
2=x3+4x2+8x
defined over F11 . The number of F11 points on these two curves are 14 and
10, respectively, which shows that the torsion on E1 defined over k has
57CM ELLIPTIC CURVES
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order 2, generated by the point (0, 0) of order 2. In fact, since the prime
11 splits completely in the Hilbert class field H=Q(- 5, - &10) of
Q(- &10), the same computation shows that the torsion on E1 is of order
2 even over the larger field H:
E1(H )torsion=( (0, 0)).
Let E1, isog : y2=x3&(12+12 - 5) x2+(188+84 - 5) x be the 2-isogenous
curve obtained by passing to the quotient by the subgroup ( (0, 0)) of E1
generated by the point of order 2 on E1 . The isogeny is given explicitly by
(cf. [S-T, p. 79])
. : E1  E1, isog
(1)
(x, y) [ \x
2+(6+6 - 5) x+(7&3 - 5)
x
,
y(x2&7+3 - 5)
x2 + .
Let  denote the dual isogeny to .. To determine the rank of E1(k) we
analyze the principal homogeneous spaces
N 2=b1 M 4+aM2e2+b2 e4
where b1 is a divisor of b=7&3 - 5 in k (taken modulo squares in k),
a=6+6 - 5 and b2=bb1 . In this case b=2=4 where ==(1&- 5)2 is a
fundamental unit for k. Hence b1 # [\1, \2, \=, \2=]. If b1=&1 then
b2=&(7&3 - 5) and we must consider whether the curve
N 2=&M 4+(6+6 - 5) M2e2&(7&3 - 5) e4
has k-rational points. This curve has no points locally in the Archimedean
completion k, 2=R defined by - 5=&2.236... since the coefficients on the
right hand side above are all negative in this completion. Similarly, when
b1=&2 then b2=(&7+3 - 5)2, which corresponds to the principal
homogeneous space
N 2=&2M 4+(6+6 - 5) M 2e2&(7&3 - 5)2e4
which again has no points in the completion k, 2 since there the coef-
ficients are all negative.
The principal homogeneous space corresponding to b1==,
b2=2=3=4&2 - 5 has the solution
\3+- 52 +
2
=
1&- 5
2 \
1&- 5
2 +
4
+(6+6 - 5) \1&- 52 +
2
12
+(4&2 - 5) 14
58 DUMMIT AND MILLER
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corresponding to the point (2&- 5, 1) on E1 . It follows that the image of
. in k_k_2 is [1, 2, =, 2=], so the order of E1(k)E1, isog(k) has order 4.
To determine E1, isog(k).E1(k), we analyze the principal homogeneous
spaces above with b1 a divisor of b=188+84 - 5=8= 8 where
= =(1+- 5)2, and a=&12&12 - 5. The possible divisors b1 are the
same as before. When b1=&1, &2 or b1==, the coefficients of the corre-
sponding principal homogeneous spaces are negative in the real embedding
defined by - 5=2.236..., so there are no points in the corresponding com-
pletion k, 1 . If b1=&2==&2+- 5, then b2=4= 9 and the corresponding
principal homogeneous space is
N 2=&2=M 4&(12+12 - 5) M2e2+4= 9e4.
For &2= to be in (E1) this equation must have a solution in integers
M, N, e of k that are pairwise relatively prime. Reducing this equation
modulo the prime 2 of k, it follows that N is divisible by 2 in k, so
N 2 is divisible by 4 in k. Then the right hand side modulo 4 shows that
&2=M 4 would be divisible by 4, hence M would also be divisible by
2 in k, a contradiction. It follows that the image of  in k_k_2 is
[1, 2].
Finally, this shows that E1(k)$Z2Z_Z is of rank one, and that the
points (0, 0) and (2&- 5, 1) generate E1(k)2E1(k).
We now give some explicit height computations (following Cassells [C])
to prove that
E1(k)=( (0, 0), (2&- 5, 1)) $Z2Z_Z.
Explicit Height estimates for y2=x3+ax2+bx
Let k=Q(- 5). For a point [u0 , u1] # P1(k), the naive height
Hk([u0 , u1]) is defined by
Hk([u0 , u1])= `
v # Mk
max( |u0 | v , |u1 | v)nv
where nv is the local residue degree at v, nv=[kv : Qv] and where Mk
denotes the collection of absolute values on k extending the absolute values
on Q, normalized so that | p| v=1p if v is a finite prime dividing p in k. For
an element x of k, define Hk(x)=Hk([x, 1]), so if x=u0 u1 , then
Hk(x)=Hk([u0 , u1]).
Let E : y2=x3+ax2+bx, of discriminant 2=16b2(a2&4b). The naive
height of a point P on E is defined to be the corresponding height of the
x-coordinate of P : Hk(P)=Hk(x(P)) (with the convention that the height
59CM ELLIPTIC CURVES
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of the origin on E is 1). Following [C, pp. 7880]3 and [B-C, p. 261] we
make some explicit estimates comparing the naive height of a point on E
to its Ne ronTate canonical height.
If x=x(P) is the x-coordinate of the point P on E, then
x(2P)=
x4&2bx2+b2
4x3+4ax2+4bx
.
Replacing x=u0 u1 , we see that if we write x(P)=[u0 , u1] # P1(k) in
homogeneous coordinates then
x(2P)=[N(u0 , u1), D(u0 , u1)] # P1(k) (2)
with
N(u0 , u1)=u40&2bu
2
0 u
2
1+b
2u41
D(u0 , u1)=4u30 u1+4au
2
0 u
2
1+4bu0 u
3
1 .
In terms of these homogeneous polynomials we have
Hk(P)=Hk([u0 , u1]) Hk(2P)=Hk([N(u0 , u1), D(u0 , u1)]).
We have the following identities:
[&12x2&8ax+(4a2&16b)][x4&2bx2+b2]
+[3x3&ax2&5bx+2ab][4x3+4ax2+4bx]
=4b2(a2&4b) (3)
[&12b2x2&8abx+(4a2&16b)][b2x4&2bx2+1]
+[3b3x3&ab2x2&5b2x+2ab][4bx3+4ax2+4x]
=4(a2&4b) (4)
as is easily checked. Let
L1(u0 , u1)=&12u20 u1&8au0 u
2
1+(4a
2&16b) u31
M1(u0 , u1)=3u30&au
2
0 u1&5bu0 u
2
1+2abu
3
1
(5)
L2(u0 , u1)=b2(4a2&16b) u30&8ab
3u20 u1&12b
4u0 u21
M2(u0 , u1)=2ab3u30&5b
4u20 u1&ab
4u0 u21+3b
5u31 .
60 DUMMIT AND MILLER
3 Note that the application of Lemma 1 in the proof of Lemma 3 on p. 80 of [C] needs to
be modified very slightly since D(x) and E(x) in Lemma 3 are not homogeneous of the same
degree. This explains the choice of the polynomial D(u0 , u1) taken here.
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Putting x=u0 u1 in (3) and multiplying by u71 and putting x=u1 u0 in (4)
and multiplying by b2u70 shows that we have the following two identities:
L1(u0 , u1) N(u0 , u1)+M1(u0 , u1) D(u0 , u1)=4b2(a2&4b) u71
(6)
L2(u0 , u1) N(u0 , u1)+M2(u0 , u1) D(u0 , u1)=4b2(a2&4b) u70 .
Suppose now that v= is one of the two infinite primes with corre-
sponding Arichimedean absolute value | | . Define c0 to be the maximum
of the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients appearing in equa-
tions (5):
c=max {
12+8 |a|+4 |a2&4b| ,
3+|a|+5 |b| +2 |ab| ,
4 |b2(a2&4b)|+8 |ab3| +12 |b4| ,
2 |ab3| +5 |b4|+|ab4|+3 |b5| = . (7)
Then taking absolute values in the equations (5) we have
|L1(u0 , u1)| , |M1(u0 , u1)| , |L2(u0 , u1)|  , |M2(u0 , u1)| 
c max(|u0 |  , |u1 |)3. (8)
If v is a finite prime, define cv to be the maximum of the absolute values
of the coefficients appearing in Eqs. (5):
cv=max(|12| v , |8a| v , |4a2&16b| v , |3| v , |a| v , |5b| v , ..., |ab4| v , |3b5| v). (9)
Then the equations in (5) give
|L1(u0 , u1)| v , |M1(u0 , u1)| v , |L2(u0 , u1)| v , |M2(u0 , u1)| v
cv max( |u0 | v , |u1 | v)3. (10)
Taking absolute values in the identities (6) now gives:
|4b2(a2&b)| max( |u0 | , |u1 |)7
c max( |u0 | , |u1 | )3( |N(u0 , u1)|+|D(u0 , u1)| )
2c max( |u0 | , |u1 | )3 max( |N(u0 , u1)|  , |D(u0 , u1)| )
so that
|4b2(a2&b)| max(|u0 |  , |u1 | )4
2c max( |N(u0 , u1)|  , |D(u0 , u1)|). (11)
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Similarly, at a finite prime v we obtain
|4b2(a2&b)| v max(|u0 | v , |u1 | v)7
cv max(|u0 | v , |u1 | v)3 max(|N(u0 , u1)|v , |D(u0 , u1)| v),
i.e.,
|4b2(a2&b)| v max( |u0 | v , |u1 | v)4
cv max( |N(u0 , u1)| v , |D(u0 , u1)| v). (12)
Taking the nv th power in (11) and (12) and taking the product over all
primes gives
Hk(P)4\4c, 1 c, 2 `v finite c
nv
v + Hk(2P),
since >v # Mk |4b
2(a2&b)| nvv =1 by the product formula for k. Define the
constant } by
}=4c, 1 c, 2 `
v finite
cnvv (13)
so that
Hk(P)4}Hk(2P). (14)
(Increasing } if necessary, we may also assume that (14) holds for the
points P of order 2 on E, so that (14) holds for all points on E.)
The (absolute) Ne ronTate canonical height for the curve E is defined
by
h (P)=(14) lim
n  
4&n log Hk(2nP).
We can use (14) to estimate the difference between the canonical height
and the naive height of a point on E: by (14) we have
log Hk(2P)4 log Hk(P)&log }.
Replacing P by 2P in this inequality, and iterating, we obtain
log Hk(2nP)4n log Hk(P)&(1+4+ } } } +4n&1) log }.
Summing the geometric series, dividing by 4n+1 and passing to the limit we
obtain
h (P)(14) log Hk(P)&(112) log }
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or
Hk(P)}13e4h
 (P). (15)
Completion of the Verification of E1(Q(- 5))
For E1 : y2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(7&3 - 5) x define the two infinite
primes of k by |- 5|, 1=2.236... and |- 5|, 2=&2.236... . Computing c
for these two primes using a=6+6 - 5, b=7&3 - 5 in (7) gives
c, 1= 1,670.6501...
c, 2=1,928,849.0629... .
Since b=2= where ==(7&3 - 5)2 is a unit in k, one of |3| v and |5b| v in
(9) is 1 and all other terms in (9) are at most 1 since a and b are both
integers in k. Hence cv=1 for all finite v, and
}=4c, 1 c, 2=1.28897(1010)
so that (15) becomes
Hk(P)2344.667e4h
 (P). (16)
Since (0, 0) and the point Q=(2&- 5, 1) generate E1 2E1 and Q is an
integral point on E1 , if Q were not a generator for E1(k), then Q=mR
would be a multiple of an integral point R with some odd integer m3.
Hence
h (R)=(1m2) h (Q)(19) h (Q)=(19)(0.186284...)0.021.
(The canonical height of Q was computed by the algorithm in [S1]: in this
case E1 has good reduction outside of 2, Q reduces to a nonsingular point
at 2, and 2&- 5 is a unit, so the local heights * v(Q) are all 0; the two local
Archimedean heights computed from Silverman's algorithm (taking 16 terms
to insure 8 decimals) are * , 1(Q)=0.114717144, * , 2(Q)=0.257850833;
then h (Q)= 12 (* , 1(Q)+* , 2(Q)). By the inequality above
Hk(R)2550.13.
If R=((a+b - 5)2, (c+d - 5)2) is an integral point on E1 , then
Hk(R)=Hk([(a+b - 5)2, 1])
=max( |(a+b - 5)2|, 1 , 1) max( |a+b - 5)2|, 2 , 1),
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which implies in particular that
}a+b - 52 }, 1 , }
a+b - 5
2 }, 2Hk(R).
Since |(a+b - 5)2|, 2=|(a&b - 5)2|, 1 , we have
|a|= } a+b - 52 +
a&b - 5
2 }, 12Hk(R)5100.26
|b|=
1
- 5 }
a+b - 5
2
&
a&b - 5
2 }, 1
2
- 5
Hk(R)2280.91.
A better estimate for |b| depending on a can be obtained from the observa-
tion that
|(a2&5b2)4|= }a+b - 52 }, 1 }
a+b - 5
2 }, 2Hk(R)
which gives
|b|a
2+4Hk(R)
5
.
For the curve E1 the x-coordinate :=(a+b - 5)2 of the integral point
R=(:, ;) would have |a|5100 and |b|- (a2+10201)5. The deter-
mination of the points on E1 whose x-coordinate : is in this range was
done as follows. For each choice of a, b, (approximately 2.33(107) pairs) it
is necessary to see whether the expression f (:)=:3+(6+6 - 5) :2+
(7&3 - 5) : is the square of an integer ;=(c+d - 5)2 in k=Q(- 5). A
sieve was first applied by examining f (:) modulo the first 10 rational
primes p that split in k to see whether f (:) is a square in Fp . For those
values : surviving this sieve, the numerical values for f (:) and its conjugate
under Gal(kQ)=(_), f _(_(:)), with _(:)=(a&b - 5)2 and f _(x)=
x3+(6&6 - 5) x2+(7+3 - 5) x were computed. Then one of the two
square roots of f (:) would be ; and one of the two square roots of f _(_(:))
would be its conjugate _(;). The expressions c=(;+_;)2 and
d=(;&_;)2 - 5 are computed for the few possible choices, rounded to
the nearest integer and the resulting point (:, ;) is checked to see whether
it lies on the curve E1 . The only points in this range lying on E1 are
P=(0, 0) \Q=(2&- 5, \1) P\Q=(1&- 5, (3+- 5))
P\2Q=(12+4 - 5, (66+30 - 5))
\3Q=(50&25 - 5, \(515&240 - 5))
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and it follows that Q is not the multiple of any point R, which proves that
E1(k)=( (0, 0), (2&- 5, 1)) .
Remark 1. A similar computation for heights computed for the model
y2=x3+Ax+B, for which
x(2P)=
x4&2Ax2&8Bx+A2
4x3+4Ax+4B
using the identities
[4(3x2+4A)][x4&2Ax2&8Bx+A2]
+[&3x3+5Ax+27B][4(x3+Ax+B)]
=4(4A3+27B2) (3$)
[(12A3B+96B3) x3+(12A4+88AB2) x2&4A2Bx+(16A3+108B2)]
[A2x4&8Bx2&2Ax2+1]
+[(&3A5&24A2B2) x3+(26A3B+192B3) x2
+(5A4+32AB2) x+A2B][4Bx4+4Ax3+4x]
=4(4A3+27B2) (4$)
shows that (15) holds for this model, where } is defined again by equa-
tion (13), except that here
c=max{
12+|16A| ,
= (7$)
3+|5A|+|27B|  ,
|12A3B+96B3|+|12A4+88AB2|+|4A2B| 
+|16A3+108B2| ,
|3A5+24A2B2|+|26A3B+192B3|
+|5A4+32AB2|+|A2B|
for the two infinite primes and
cv=max( |12| v , |16A| v , |3| v , |5A| v , |27B| v , ...,
|5A4+32AB2| v , |A2B| v) (9$)
for the finite primes v. In this case, if A and B are integral, then cv=1
except possibly for the primes v dividing 3 and if, for example, A is prime
to 3, then cv=1 for all v.
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For the curve E1 above, using the (minimal) model y2=x3&
(65+27 - 5) x+(272+120 - 5), this results in the estimate
Hk(P)4.29(104) e4h
 (P),
which would give Hk(R)46,684.4 instead of the estimate Hk(R)
2550.13 obtained from the previous model for E1 . This estimate would
have involved searching approximately 6.58(109) points.
Remark 2. In [S2], Silverman obtains a general result relating the dif-
ference between the naive height and the canonical height of points of ellip-
tic curves. In the case of the curve E1 : y2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+
(7&3 - 5) x, Silverman's estimate analogous to (16) above is approximately
Hk(P)4.36(107) e4h
 (P),
which is substantially worse than (16) (and would have involved searching
approximately 8(1015) points, which is excessively large). As additional
comparisons, for the examples 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 of Silverman's paper, the
estimates obtained here were better for Examples 2.4 and 2.6 (and also
better than the estimate of Zimmer for the latter example), but worse for
Example 2.5.
MordellWeil Groups of E1, isog , E (&2)1 , E
(&2)
1, isog over Q(- 5)
The MordellWeil group over k=Q(- 5) for the curve E1, isog and two
related twisted curves E (&2)1 , and E
(&2)
1, isog can now be determined from the
group E(k), as follows:
In general, suppose E and F are two elliptic curves defined over a field
L and there is an isogeny . of degree d from E to F defined over L with
dual isogeny  from F to E. Then we have the diagram
E(L)
F(L) ww (F(L))
E(L) ww. .(E(L)) ww dE(L)
and it follows that F(L)(.(E(L)), ker() & F(L)) is isomorphic to a sub-
group of E(L)dE(L), so in particular is of exponent dividing d. For the
examples that follow, L will always be the field k=Q(- 5).
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The MordellWeil Group E1, isog(Q(- 5))
Let F be the curve E1, isog : y2=x3&(12+12 - 5) x2+(188+84 - 5) x.
This curve has the rational point (0, 0) of order 2 and is isogenous to
E1 : y2=x3+(6+- 5) x2+(7&3 - 5) x by the isogeny . of degree d=2
given by (1) above. Since E1 and E1, isog are isogenous they have the same
number of points modulo the primes p11 and p$11 above 11 in k. This shows
that the torsion on E1, isog is of order 2 so that E1, isog(k)$Z2Z_Z. In this
case
.(E1(k))=(.((2&- 5, 1))) =( (9+4 - 5, &2&- 5))
so by the discussion above, the subgroup ( (0, 0), (9+4 - 5, &2&- 5)) of
E1, isog(k) has a quotient of exponent dividing 2. It follows that it suffices
to check whether Q1=(9+4 - 5, &2&- 5) or Q2=(12+4 - 5, &4+
4 - 5)=Q1+(0, 0) are divisible by 2 in E1, isog(k). The reduction of E1, isog
modulo the prime p41=((13&- 5)2) of k is the curve E1, isog , p41 : y
2=
x3+37x2+9x over F41 . The F41 -rational points on this curve form a group
of order 40:
E1, isog, p41(F41)=( (8, 0))_( (3, 10))_( (16, 10))
$Z2Z_Z4Z_Z5Z.
The reductions of Q1 and Q2 are the points Q 1=(20, 26) and Q 2=(23, 7)
and it is straightforward to check that
Q 1=(8, 0)+(16, 10) Q 2=(8, 0)+2(3, 10)+(16, 10)
in E1, isog, p41(F41), so in particular are not divisible by 2 in this group.
Hence
E1, isog(k)=( (0, 0), (9+4 - 5, &2&- 5))$Z2Z_Z.
The MordellWeil group E (&2)1 (Q(- 5))
Let F be the curve E (&2)1 : y
2=x3&(12+12 - 5) x2+(28&12 - 5) x.
This curve is a twist of E1 by the quadratic field Q(- &2) (see the begin-
ning of the following section) and is isomorphic to E1 over H, the iso-
morphism given explicitly by
@ : E1  E (&2)1
(x, y) [ (&2x, 2 - &2 y).
Since the prime 11 splits completely in H, this isomorphism is rational over
F11 , so E1 and E (&2)1 have the same number of points modulo the primes
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above 11 in H, which shows in particular that (0, 0) generates the torsion
in E (&2)1 (k). If we compose the complex multiplication [- &10] on E1 by
the isomorphism @ above we obtain an isogeny . of degree 10 from E1 to
E (&2)1 that is actually defined over k (each individual homomorphism is
defined over H and is taken to its negative under complex conjugation). It
follows in particular that E (&2)1 (k)$Z2Z_Z. In this case
.(E1(k))=(@[- &10](2&- 5, 1))
=(@(&206&90 - 5, 2829 - &2+1271 - &10))
=( (412+180 - 5, &11316&5084 - 5)).
By the discussion above, it suffices to consider whether Q1=(412+180 - 5,
&11316&5084 - 5) is divisible by 2 or by 5 in E (&2)1 (k) and whether
Q2=Q1+(0, 0)=(&(349+156 - 5)121, (&21033+9430 - 5)1331) is
divisible by 2 in E (&2)1 (k). Reducing the curve modulo p29=((11&- 5)2)
gives the curve E (&2)1, p29 : y
2=x3+x2+12x over F29 and Q1 reduces to the
point (14, 11), which is of order 10 in the cyclic group E (&2)1, p29(F29) of order
30. This shows that Q1 is divisible neither by 2 nor by 5 in E (&2)1 (k).
Reducing the curve modulo the prime p41 above gives the curve E (&2)1, p41 :
y2=x3+37x2+36x and Q2 reduces to the point (40, 0) of order 2 in this
group of order 40, and it is easy to see that this point is not divisible by
2in fact the point (0, 0) is the unique point of order 2 divisible by 2 (also,
in this case the point Q1 reduces to the remaining point (5, 0) of order 2,
which shows again that Q1 not divisible by 2). Hence
E (&2)1 (k)=( (0, 0), (412+180 - 5, &11316&5084 - 5)) $Z2Z_Z.
The MordellWeil Group E (&2)1, isog(Q(- 5))
Let F be the curve E (&2)1, isog : y
2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(47+21 - 5) x.
This curve is the twist by Q(- &2)) of the curve E1, isog , and also the curve
obtained from the twist E (&2)1 by the isogeny of degree 2 obtained as the
quotient by the point (0, 0) of order 2. This isogeny is given explicitly by
. : E (&2)1  E
(&2)
1, isog
(x, y) [ \x
2&(12+12 - 5) x+(28&12 - 5)
4x
,
&y(x2&28+12 - 5)
8x2 + .
This curve has the same number of points at the primes above 11 as the
previous curve, which shows that the torsion on this curve is again
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generated by the point (0, 0) of order 2 and the isogeny also shows that
E (&2)1, isog(k)$Z2Z_Z. In this case
.(E (&2)1 (k))=\48749+20172 - 54 } 112 ,
15082629+6757374 - 5
8 } 113 + .
By the discussion above it suffices to consider whether
Q1=((48749+20172 - 5)484, (15082629+6757374 - 5)10648) or
Q2=(0, 0)+Q1=((412+180 - 5)1681, (&244086&109218 - 5)68921)
are divisible by 2 in E (&2)1, isog(k). In this case
Q1=[2](2&5 - 5, 16&7 - 5)
(this was computed by the techniques described in the next section). This
shows that in this case .(E (&2)1 (k)) together with (0, 0) generate a sub-
group of index 2, and that
E (&2)1, isog(k)=( (0, 0), (2&5 - 5, 16&7 - 5))$Z2Z_Z.
4. MordellWeil Groups and Steinitz Classes over Q(- &10, - 5)
For any curve E : y2=x3+a2 x2+a4 x+a6 defined over k with CM by
OK there is a natural map
. : E(k)E (&2)(k)  E(H )
(x, y) (X, Y ) [ (x, y)+(&X2, &- &2 Y4).
where E (&2) : &2y2=x3+a2 x2+a4 x+a6 denotes the twist of E by the
quadratic field Q(- &2). The group E(k) maps isomorphically to E(H )+,
the points in E(H ) fixed under the action of the Galois automorphism _
generating Gal(Hk) and the group E (&2)(k) maps isomorphically to
E(H )&, the points in E(H ) inverted under the action of _. It is easy
to see that ker .=[(P2 , &P2) | P2 # E[2](k)], a group of exponent 2. The
relation 2P=(1+_) P+(1&_) P shows that the cokernel of . is also of
exponent 2.
It follows that E(H ) can be computed by first computing generators for
the image G of E(k)E (&2)(k) in E(H ) by the map . and then for each
representative Pi of G2G determine whether Pi is divisible by 2 in E(H ).
The number of representatives P for G2G can be fairly large, so rather
than searching for primes p of H to reduce E to check for divisibility by
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2 (which would in any case not give the point Q with [2] Q=P when P
is divisible by 2 in E(H )), a more direct approach was followed. Suppose
P=(xP , yP) and Q=(xQ , yQ) and that multiplication by 2 on E is given
by [2] (x, y)=(R(x), yS(x)) for rational functions R(x) and S(x) defined
over k. Given xP # H we can solve the equation R(x)=xP numerically to
sufficiently high precision for the 4 possible complex values of xQ (and then
yQ= yP S(xQ)). Let { denote the nontrivial automorphism of H fixing
Q(- &2) and let R{(x) denote the rational function obtained by applying
{ to the coefficients of R(x). Then we can similarly solve the equation
R{(x)={(xP) numerically (note that we know the value {(xP) # H exactly)
for the 4 possible complex values of {(xQ) (and then {( yQ)={( yP)
S {({(xQ))). The numerical values for (x_P , y
_
P) and (x
_{
P , y
_{
P ) are then the
complex conjugates of these values (respectively). This means that we have
16 possibilities for the numerical values of the Gal(HQ) conjugates of xQ
and yQ . Write
xQ=
a+b - 5+c - &2+d - &10
e
# H
with rational integers a, b, c, d, e. Note that the denominator e of Q # E(H )
with [2]Q=P would be no worse than the denominator of the point
P # E(H ) so that we have an a priori bound on the size of the integer e.
Since
ae=
xQ+x_Q+x
{
Q+x
_{
Q
4
be=
xQ+x_Q&x
{
Q&x
_{
Q
4 - 5
ce=
xQ&x_Q+x
{
Q&x
_{
Q
4 - &2
de=
xQ&x_Q&x
{
Q+x
_{
Q
4 - &10
.
(with similar expressions for yQ # H ) it is a simple matter to check the 16
possible sets of numerical values for rational integers [a, b, c, d ] by round-
ing to the nearest integer values to see whether the resulting points Q lie
in E(H ) and satisfy [2]Q=P.
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To determine the O-module structure for E(H ) we may use the following
Lemma:
Lemma. Let O=Z[- &10] and let M be an O-module. Suppose that M
contains a free O-module N of index
[M : N]=2n.
Then if n is even, M is a free O-module, and if n is odd, then M has non-
trivial Steinitz class given by the class [^2] of the nonprincipal prime ^2
above 2 in O. The same statement holds if M is contained in N with
[N : M]=2n.
Proof. Note first that if M contains N then M is also contained in a free
O-module with index 2m where m and n have the same parity, so it suffices
to consider the case where MN with N free. Suppose MOk. Then M
is the direct sum
A1A2  } } } Ak
of ideals of O, necessarily powers of the prime ^2 because the index is a
power of 2, i.e., Ai=^
:i
2 for some non-negative integers :i . Since
A1A2 } } } Ak&Ok&1 (A1 A2 } } } Ak)
it follows that the Steinitz class of M is the class of the ideal ^:2, where
:=:1+:2+ } } } +:k=m. Since this ideal is principal if and only if m is
even, the Lemma follows.
The MordellWeil Group and Steinitz Class of E1(Q(- 5, - &10))
For the curve E1 , the group G generated by E1(k) and the image
.(E (&2)1 (k)) is the group (P, Q1 , Q2) with
P=(0, 0), Q1=(2&- 5, 1),
Q2=(&206&90 - 5, 2829 - &2+1271 - &10).
None of P, Q1 , Q2 , P+Q1 , P+Q2 , Q1+Q2 , P+Q1+Q2 are divisible by
2 in E1(H ), which proves that E1(H )=(P, Q1 , Q2).
In this case P&Q2=[- &10] Q1 so E1(H )=(P) O } Q1 and
E1(H )$Op2O
so that E1 has trivial Steinitz class over H.
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The MordellWeil Group and Steinitz Class of E1, isog(Q(- 5, - &10))
For the curve E1, isog the map . is the map (x, y) [ (&2x, &2- &2 y)
because the naive twist of E1, isog indicated above has been changed to the
minimal model for this twist. The group G is the group (P, Q1 , Q2) with
P=(0, 0), Q1=(9+4 - 5, 2+- 5),
Q2=(&4+10 - 5, &32 - &2+14 - &10).
Again in this case none of P, Q1 , Q2 , P+Q1 , P+Q2 , Q1+Q2 , P+
Q1+Q2 are divisible by 2 in E1, isog(H ), which proves that E1, isog(H )=
(P, Q1 , Q2). In this case,
[- &10] Q1
=\&48749&20172 - 5242 ,
&15082629 - &2&6757374 - &10
5324 +
=[2] Q2
so, modulo torsion E1, isog(H ) contains the free submodulo O } Q1 of
index 2. By the lemma, it follows that
E1, isog(H )$Op2 p2
so that E1, isog has a nontrivial Steinitz class over H. Together with the pre-
vious example this shows in particular that the Steinitz class is not isogeny
invariant.
5. Steinitz Classes over Q(- &10, - 5) for the
Remaining Gigue re Curves
In this section we indicate what appear to be the Steinitz classes over H
for the remaining Gigue re curves E3 , E4 of nontrivial rank. For these cur-
ves we have not proved that the MordellWeil groups over k for the curves
and their twists are as the computations suggest (the height bounds put the
search for points beyond reasonable limits).
For the curve E3 : y2=x3+36x2+(162&72 - 5) x the group G is given
by
G=(P, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4)
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where
P=(0, 0) Q1=(&9+4 - 5, 2&- 5) Q2=\&3&3 - 52 , 27+
Q3=[- &10] Q1
=\1681(&1029+460 - 5)203522 ,
13741027 - &2&8385238 - &10
129847036 +
Q4=[- &10] Q2
=\&81(3528889383&1576116685 - 5)18062822404 ,
32772935677740597 - &2&14684744627427798 - &10
1213803602726396 + .
In this case, Q3 is divisible by 2 in E3(H ):
Q3=[2] \3(&360+144 - 5+82 - &2&41 - &10)121 ,
18(&720+504 - 5+287 - &2&82 - &10)
1331 + .
No other representatives for G2G are divisible by 2 in E3(H ). Hence
[E3(H ) : (P, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4)]=2.
By the Lemma, E3(H )torsion&O^2 , so that E3 also appears to have
a nontrivial Steinitz class.
For the curve E4 : y2=x3+612x2+(46818&20808 - 5) x the computa-
tions are substantially larger. The evidence suggests that
E4(k)=(P, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4)
with
P=(0, 0) Q1=(&162+72 - 5, 18)
Q2=\&255(1+- 5)2 , &2601 - 5+
Q3=\3(&41+73 - 5)2 , &9(271+136 - 5)+
Q4=(108&36 - 5, 3042&1674 - 5)
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and
E (&2)4 (k)=(P$, Q5 , Q6 , Q7 , Q8)
with points
P$=(0, 0)
Q5=[- &10] Q1
Q6=[- &10] Q2
Q7=[- &10] Q3
[2]Q8=[- &10] Q4 .
The group G contains a free submodule of index 2. As an indication of
the size of these points, Q7 and Q8 for example have integer coordinates
on the order of 1028 and 1049, respectively. There are then 511 nontrivial
representatives for G2G to check for divisibility by 2, and one finds
that 7 of these representatives are divisible by 2 in E3(H ). This computa-
tion in some cases required numerical calculations accurate to approxi-
mately 700 digits (the largest representative had entries on the order of
10392).
Subject to the verification of the MordellWeil groups over k this shows
that E4(H ) modulo torsion contains a free submodule of index 16. By the
Lemma, it follows that
E3(H )torsion&O4
so that this curve appears to have a trivial Steinitz class.
Remark. Both of the curves E3 and E4 are Q-curves, hence are Galois
isomorphic to their isogenous curves over H. In particular this shows that
the H-isogenous curve to E3 has the same Steinitz class as E3 (and
similarly for the isogenous curve to E4), unlike the situation of the curve
E1 considered earlier.
6. Appendix: Explicit Endomorphisms
We give here the explicit complex multiplication [- &10] for the curve
E1 . The notation is as in the proposition of Section 2. For the curves
E1, isog , E (&2)1 , E
(&2)
1, isog , E3 and E4 we give the polynomials a(x), b(x), from
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which the endomorphism [- &10] can be explicitly constructed as in
Section 2.
E1 : y2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(7&3 - 5) x
a(x)=(&x10+(10&22- 5) x9+(&955+199 - 5) x8
+(7360&4512 - 5) x7+(&67420+27572- 5) x6
+(296784&134992 - 5) x5+(&885520+395264 - 5) x4
+(1639360&733248 - 5) x3+(&1803160+806392 - 5) x2
+(1045120&467392 - 5) x&242032+108240 - 5)10
b(x)=(5x9&160x8+(1860&148 - 5) x7+(&10400+2848 - 5) x6
+(41156&16684 - 5) x5+(&115520+51136 - 5) x4
+(205920&92032 - 5) x3+(&206080+92160 - 5) x2
+(88280&39480 - 5) x)5
b0(x)=x
b1(x)=(5x4&80x3+(290&74 - 5) x2+(&560+240 - 5) x
+470&210 - 5)5
c(x)=(&x14+48x13+(345+579 - 5) x12+(10176&192 - 5) x11
+(&47334+12354 - 5) x10+(73760&120672 - 5) x9
+(&575720+147136 - 5) x8+(6237080&2757112 - 5) x6
+(&32274560+14441088 - 5) x5+(96545712&43176336 - 5) x4
+(&187247616+83739648 - 5) x3
+(229853760&102793728 - 5) x2
+(&159255552+71221248 - 5) x+45481408
&20339904 - 5)100
d(x)=(25x14&1200x13+(23550&1110 - 5) x12
+(&250000+39120 - 5) x11+(1723890&531270 - 5) x10
+(&9234240+3748800- 5) x9+(38650720&16985984 - 5) x8
+(&120871680+53944320 - 5) x7
+(273612360&122342760 - 5) x6
+(&434665600+194386560 - 5) x5
+(459621600&205548960 - 5) x4
+(&290438400+129888000 - 5) x3
+(82945600&37094400 - 5) x2)25
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E1, isog : y2=x3&(12+12 - 5) x2+(188+84 - 5) x
a(x)=(&x10+(140+76 - 5) x9+(&19340&8516 - 5) x8
+(1251840+560384 - 5) x7+(&48510400&21693632 - 5) x6
+(1178035712+526834176 - 5) x5
+(&18231280640&8153276416 - 5) x4
+(176905789440+79114674176 - 5) x3
+(&1018767185920&455606536192 - 5) x2
+(3091816448000+1382702350336 - 5) x
&3749087264768&1676642795520 - 5)10
b(x)=(5x9+(&480&160 - 5) x8+(30480+13232 - 5) x7
+(&1204480&537856 - 5) x6+(29489216+13187392 - 5) x5
+(&452341760&202293248 - 5) x4
+(4242216960+1897177088 - 5) x3
+(&22236610560&9944514560 - 5) x2
+(49877473280+22305884160 - 5) x)5
E (&2)1 : y
2=x3&(12+12 - 5) x2+(28&12 - 5) x
a(x)=(&x10+(&20+44- 5) x9+(&3820+796 - 5) x8
+(&58880+36096 - 5) x7+(&1078720+441152- 5) x6
+(&9497088+4319744 - 5) x5+(&56673280+25296896 - 5) x4
+(&209838080+93855744 - 5) x3
+(&461608960+206436352 - 5) x2
+(&535101440+239304704 - 5) x
&247840768+110837760 - 5)10
b(x)=(5x9+320x8+(7440&592 - 5) x7+(83200&22784 - 5) x6
+(658496&266944 - 5) x5+(3696640&1636352 - 5) x4
+(13178880&5890048 - 5) x3+(26378240&11796480 - 5) x2
+(22599680&10106880 - 5) x)5
E (&2)1, isog : y
2=x3+(6+6 - 5) x2+(47+21 - 5) x
a(x)=(&x10+(&70&38 - 5) x9+(&4835&2129 - 5) x8
+(&156480&70048 - 5) x7+(&3031900&1355852 - 5) x6
+(&36813616&16463568 - 5) x5
+(&284863760&127394944 - 5) x4
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+(&1382076480&618083392 - 5) x3
+(&3979559320&1779713032 - 5) x2
+(&6038704000&2700590528 - 5) x
&3661218032&1637346480 - 5)10
b(x)=(5x9+(240+80 - 5) x8+(7620+3308 - 5) x7
+(150560+67232 - 5) x6+(1843076+824212 - 5) x5
+(14135680+6321664 - 5) x4+(66284640+29643392 - 5) x3
+(173723520+77691520 - 5) x2
+(194833880+87132360 - 5) x)5
E3 : y2=x3+36x2+(162&72 - 5) x
a(x)=(&x10+(&180+48 - 5) x9+(&17370+6984 - 5) x8
+(&1006560+442368 - 5) x7+(&35863560+16008192 - 5) x6
+(&806690016+360713088 - 5) x5
+(&11572845840+5175503424 - 5) x4
+(&104103999360+46556716032 - 5) x3
+(&555781260240+248552934912 - 5) x2
+(&1563674207040+699296364288 - 5) x
&1757768742432+786098079360 - 5)10
b(x)=(5x9+(240&240 - 5) x8+(28440&10368 - 5) x7
+(946080&434592 - 5) x6+(21803256&9730368 - 5) x5
+(309718080&138521664 - 5) x4
+(2692867680&1204284672 - 5) x3
+(13085608320&5852062080 - 5) x2
+(27210304080&12168817920 - 5) x)5
E4 : y2=x3+612x2+(46818&2080 - 5) x
a(x)=(&x10+(&3060+816 - 5) x9+(&5019930+2018376 - 5) x8
+(&4945229280+2173353984 - 5) x7
+(&2995360394760+1337020204032 - 5) x6
+(&1145384466047712+512161002988416 - 5) x5
+(&279340364989362960+124924071006536256 - 5) x4
+(&42717896951375249280+19104021075808705536 - 5) x3
+(&3876995261687537445840+1733844985194772680192 - 5) x2
+(&185432803746003927938880+82928070882986465339136- 5) x
&3543651063142821330151968+1584768933144433941632640- 5)10
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b(x)=(5x9+(4080&4080 - 5) x8+(8219160&2996352 - 5) x7
+(4648091040&2135150496 - 5) x6
+(1821029744376&812690065728 - 5) x5
+(439755383914560&1966809542048 - 5) x4
+(64999279433869920&29068504366042368 - 5) x3
+(5369531153426559360&2401327388220819840 - 5) x2
+(189812481157932659280&84886722153614142720 - 5) x)5
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